
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Games: Improving your IELTS response 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it.. 

I do not play a game so much. Especially a computer game now. In the first place, I do not have a game. 
However, when I was elementary school student, I had Wii and DS. I always played Mario Kart and some 
fighting game. I usually played with my friends but sometimes I played with my cousins. My cousins were 
so good at TV games. I have never won. After I entered basketball club, I did not have time to play games. 
Since then I did not play Wii and DS. Sometimes I want to play a game. However, I do not know where it 
was put, so I cannot take it out. 
When I went to school camp, I played trump and UNO with my friends. We usually have a phone with us so 
we watch YouTube or TV when we did sleep over. However, we could not take phone and there ware not 
any TV. Therefore we had a fan with card game. We having had not been playing cards for a long time. 
Even a great number of people were able to do the card game so the participants increased every day. I 
was good memory and I thought playing card game was fun.  
I thought that the game was fun simply because I did it after a long absence. 
 
 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

Clearer topic sentences in each paragraph allows the reader to follow 
I played Mario Kart  - I used to play…(regularly did in the past) 
I didn’t have any time to - I found that I didn’t have time to (emphasis of a change due to an experience) 
Sometimes I want to play - sometimes I feel like playing 
We could not   - we were not allowed to (emphasis on school rules) 
We had no choice but to (emphasis on the situation) 
Looking back   - reminiscing phrase  
I guess thinking about it now  - reminiscing phrase 
 
 
I don’t really play TV games or board games. I certainly do not play games as much as I used to - especially 
computer games. In the first place, I do not have a game console anymore. When I was at elementary 
school, I had a Nintendo Wii and a DS and I used to play Mario Kart or some kind of fighting game. I usually 
played with my friends but sometimes with my cousins. However, my cousins were so good at TV games, I 
never won. However, once I entered basketball club, I found that I didn’t have any time to play computer 
games and basically haven’t played since then. Occasionally, I feel like playing on my Wii or DS but I do not 
know where I put them so I cannot relive the old days. 
 
Regarding board games, I didn’t really play them except cards when I went to school camp. Even when I 
stayed at a friend’s house, someone would have a phone with them so we would watch something on 
YouTube or on TV. However, at camp, we were not allowed to bring our own phone with us and so we 
couldn’t watch any TV. Instead, we had no choice but to play card games in the evening. We used to play 
trumps or UNO. Looking back, we actually had a lot of fun playing these card games. Even a large group of 
people could join in and so, as we stayed longer, more and more people joined these card games. It was so 
much fun playing card games but I haven’t had the chance to play cards since then. I guess thinking about 
it now, I have such fond memories simply because I haven’t thought about playing such games for such a 
long time. 



 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
 
I don’t really play TV games / or board games. // I certainly do not play games / as much as I used to - / 
especially computer games. // In the first place, / I do not have a game console anymore. // When I was at 
elementary school, / I had a Nintendo Wii / and a DS / and I used to play Mario Kart / or some kind of 
fighting game. // I usually played with my friends/  but sometimes with my cousins. // However, / my 
cousins were so good at TV games,/ I never won.// However,/  once I entered basketball club, /I found that 
I didn’t have any time / to play computer games / and basically haven’t played since then. // Occasionally,/ 
I feel like playing on my Wii/  or DS / but I do not know where I put them / so I cannot relive the old days.// 
 
Regarding board games, / I didn’t really play them/  except cards / when I went to school camp. // Even 
when I stayed at a friend’s house, / someone would have a phone with them / so we would watch 
something on YouTube / or on TV. // However, / at camp, / we were not allowed to bring our own phone 
with us / and so we couldn’t watch any TV. // Instead, / we had no choice / but to play card games in the 
evening. // We used to play trumps or UNO. // Looking back, / we actually had a lot of fun / playing these 
card games. // Even a large group of people / could join in / and so, / as we stayed longer, / more and 
more people joined these card games.//  It was so much fun / playing card games / but I haven’t had the 
chance / to play cards since then. // I guess thinking about it now, / I have such fond memories / simply 
because / I haven’t thought about playing such games / for such a long time.// 
 


